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We review four hadronization studies performed by the SLD experiment at SLAC,
involving separation of “light” ( ZO + uii,  chl,  s3), c, and b flavors using precision
vertexing, and separation of y- and y-je~s  using the highly polarized SLC electron
beam. We measured the differences between the average charged multiplicities in
.ZO + light, + cc, and -+ 66 events, and found that our results were consistent with
predictions of perturbative QCD. Next, we measured T/K/p/K”  /AO production
in light events for the first time, and compared with production in c—  and b—flavor
events. We then examined particle production differences in light quark and an-
tiquark hemispheres, and observed more high momentum baryons and K –‘s than
antibaryons and K+’s  in quark hemispheres, consistent with the “leading particle”
hypothesis. Lastly, we performed a search for jet handedness in light q- and ~-jets.
Assuming Standard Model values of quark polarization in ZO decays, we have set
an improved upper limit on the analysing power of the handedness method.

1 Introduction

The process by which final state partons hadronize into observable particles is
not well understood. Useful measurements to try to probe more deeply into
fragmentation include the measurements of total charged multiplicities and
identified particles in inclusive e+ e – + hadrons samples at various center of
mass energies. Important additional information can be gained by flavor sep-
aration and by quark/antiquark-jet separation. Heavy events with primary
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quark flavor Q (Q = c, b) are known to produce fast heavy hadrons whose de-
cay products overshadow the particle composition from fragmentation. Thus,
by studying particle production in “light” (2° --+ uti, dd, SF) quark events, we
get closer to the true “fragmentation” spectrum. In particular, heavy quarks
are predicted to radiate fewer collinear gluons than massless quarks, due to
mass/phase-space, and QCD predictions exist for the resulting differences in
gluon multiplicity. Another aspect is that in many fragmentation models, the
primary quark and antiquark appear in a specific hadron, and this “leading”
hadron tends to have large momentum. Experimentally, by separating quark
hemispheres from antiquark hemispheres, it is possible to look for differences
in identified particle production which would be attributable to such “lead-
ing” particles. Also, at the ZO-pole,  the quark and antiquark are expected
to be highly longitudinally polarized. By separating quark from antiquark
hemispheres, we are able to search for signals of spin transport through the
hadronization process.

We present four analyses dealing with these aspects of fragmentation. The
analyses are based based upon the sample of about 150,000 hadronic 2° decays
collected by SLD between 1993 and 1995, with average electron beam polariza-
tion of 73%, and used the charged tracks measured in the central drift chamber
(CDC) 1 and in the vertex detector (VXD) 2. For each, a set of cuts was ap-
plied to the data to select well-measured tracks, and events were required to be
well-contained within the detector acceptance. Flavor tagging was performed
by counting the number of well measured tracks n,ig  that were inconsistent
with the interaction point (IP) as the origin. Charged particle identification
was performed with the Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) 3. Standard
mass reconstruction techniques were used for neutral particle identification 4.
For the last two analyses discussed, the large forward-backward asymmetry
due to the highly polarized electron beam was used to separate quark from an-
tiquark hemispheres. As the primary quarks from 2° decays are left handed,
they tend to follow the direction of the incident left-handed fermion. The event
was divided in two by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis, and when the
electron beam was left(right)-handed, the hemisphere whose normal satisfied
ii “ p; > 0 was labeled as the quark (antiquark) hemisphere.

2 Charged Multiplicity in uds, c, and b Events

We first examined, the multiplicity of charged hadrons produced in the fi-
nal state as a function of primary quark flavor. We divided each event into
two hemispheres separated by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. We
then applied three flavor tags to each hemisphere. In order to reduce poten-
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tial tagging bias we measured the average charged multiplicity in hemispheres
opposite those tagged. The light and b-quark hemispheres were tagged by re-
quiring w~ = 0 and n~i~ > 3, respectively, in the hemisphere. The presence
of a reconstructed D+ or D*+  that was consistent with originating from the
IP was used as a c- quark tag. A total of 154151, 976 and 9480 hemispheres
were tagged for the three samples. The sample purities were estimated to be
75%, 64%, and 94%, respectively.

Well-measured charged tracks were counted in the hemispheres opposite
those tagged, and multiplicity averages were determined. These average multi-
plicities were then “unfolded” for sample purities and tag biases to determine
the true average multiplicities in uds, c, and b events 5:

The largest systematic errors arise from uncertainties in the detector ac-
ceptance, and errors on the experimental knowledge of B hadron production
and decay. We performed several consistency checks on our results, including
studies of event selection criteria, tagging criteria, and the study of biases due
to multi-jet events. In each case all the re-evaluated average multiplicities were
found to be consistent with our central values within the statistical errors.

and fi~~ = 11.10 from our measured EC and fib re-Subtracting
spectively 5, we obtained the average non-leading multiplicities fi~~ = 16.08
+ 0.46(stat.) t~-~~(syst.)  and. fi~i = 1 2 . 0 4  + 010(stat . )  t~”~~(syst.). The
hypothesis of “flavor-independent fragmentation” “ 7 implies that the non-
leading multiplicity should equal the multiplicity in uds events at a center
of mass energy (W) corresponding to that not taken by the heavy hadrons,
i .e .  @~l(W) = EUd~([l – (~~~ (W))]W)O  F i g . 1(a) shows our measurement

of fiUd~ plotted at W = Mz, and our measurements of E:l and ii~i plotted at
the appropriately reduced non-leading energy. Previous measurements of these
quantities (Ref. 5) are also shown. The curve is a fit to the energy dependence
of the ~UdH measurements shown and those at 5 < W < 92 GeV 8. Fig. 1(b)
shows the differences between the non-leading data points in Fig. 1(a) and
the curve. A linear fit to these differences yields a slope of s = 1.14+ 0.32
tracks/ln(GeV). This differs from the expectation for identical energy depen-
dence, s = 0, by 3.6 standard deviations, indicating that the hypothesis of
flavor-independent fragmentation is disfavored at this level.

A striking prediction of Perturbative QCD is that the multiplicity dif-
ference Afi~ (W) = fiQ  (~)  – Euds (W)  between heavy-quark and light-quark
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events is independent of center of mass energy W‘> 10. We obtain:

Fig. 1 (c,d) show our measurements of AiiC and Aiib  together with those from
other experiments 5 at the respective c.m. energies. Our measurements are in
good agreement with expectations “10.

Figure 1: Multiplicity Results

3 Identified Particle Fragmentation Functions in uds, c, and b Events

We present an analysis of T*, K+, p/p,  Ko, and AO/AO production in 2° -+
light, cc, and b~ decays. Samples of events enriched in light, c and b primary
flavors were selected based upon the number of significant tracks per event;

nl?ig = 0, 1 – 2 , and > 3 respectively. The light-, c-, and b -tagged samples
comprised 53,526, 22684, and 14,039 events respectively, with approximate
purities of 85% , 33% and 89%. The identified particle analysis described in
Ref. 11 was applied to each sample. The production spectra in the tagged
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samples were unfolded for sample purity and tag biases to yield production
rates for the light- and b- quark samples. The unfolding systematic are typi-
cally small compared with the statistical errors and the particle identification
systematic.

In Fig. 2 are shown the unfolded production rates per event per unit scaled
momentum Xp (Zp = p/pbeam ) for the five hadron species in light-flavor events.
These unfolded momentum distributions for the light-flavor events are free from
effects of heavy quark production and decay. Although the influence of decay
products of other unstable primary hadrons remains, these measurements are
more appropriate for comparison with QCD predictions (which generally as-
sume massless quarks) as well as for testing the predictions of fragmentation
models. The production of charged kaons is consistent with that of neutral
kaons. The production ratios K :fi and A:p  show similar momentum depen-
dence.

F’igure 2: ldentified particle fragmentation functions in ZO -+ uu, di,  S3 events

In Fig. 3 we show the ratios of production in b- flavor to light-flavor events
for the five species. The systematic errors on the particle identification largely
cancel in the ratio, and the errors are predominantly statistical. There is
higher production of charged pions in b- flavor at low momentum, with an
approximately constant ratio for 0.02 < Xp < 0.07. The production of both
charged and neutral kaons is approximately equal in the two samples at Xp <
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0.02, but the relative production in b- flavor events then increases with XP,
peaking at XP N 0.07. There is approximately equal production of baryons in
b- flavor and light-flavor events below Xp = 0.15. For XP > 0.07, production
of pions, kaons and protons falls off faster in b- flavor events. These features
are consistent with expectations based on the known production and decay
characteristics of heavy hadrons. Also shown in Fig. 3 are the predictions
of the JETSET 7.4 and HERWIG 5.7 event generators 12’13, both of which
reproduce these features qualitatively. The exact values of these ratios depend
on details of the B and D hadron production energy spectrum and decay
modelling, and so provide information complementary to that in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: A comparison of identified particle production in 2° -+ uu, ci~, SF and 2° -+ b~
events. The dashed line is the prediction of JETSET 7.4, and the dashed line is that of

HERWIG 5.7.
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4 Leading Particle Production in uds Events

We define a particle to be leading if one of its constituent quarks is a primary
quark, for example the u or u in e+ e – + 2° + uii. Then the experimental
question is whether the inclusive properties are different for particles that could
be “leading” (e.g. a T+ in a u– quark jet) and those that could not (e.g. a
7r– in a u— quark jet). To study this question we must: i) separate q- and
Z- jets; ii) remove heavy quark events so as to be insensitive to heavy hadron
decay products; and iii) identify particle types. We then compare the scaled
momentum distributions of given particles with those of their antiparticle in
a pure sample of quark jets in order to determine whether the primary quark
prefers a particular particle type or momentum.

To separate the quark jets from antiquark jets, we use the EW quark
production asymmetry described is Section 1. A cut was applied to remove
events whose thrust axis failed to satisfy I cos et I > 0.2, where 6~ is the angle
between the thrust axis and the e- beam direction. The Standard Model at
tree level predicts the purities of the quark- and antiquark-tagged samples to
be about 72% for our average electron beam polarization of 73%.

Light quark events were selected by requiring n~;~ = 0. In each hemi-
sphere, the production rates as a function of XP of identified hadrons were
determined. We combined the positively charged tracks in the q -tagged jets
with the negatively charged tracks in the ~-tagged  jets (similarly, A’s in q -jets
were combined with A’s  in ~-jets).  We subtracted the contributions to these
samples from heavy quark events, estimated from the Monte Carlo simulation.
For each hadron type h, the resulting rates were unfolded for the purity of the
quark tagging to obtain differential production rates R(q + h) in light quark
jets.

We define the difference between particle and antiparticle production rates
normalized by their sum:

The systematic uncertainties on particle identification largely cancel in this
variable, and the errors are dominated by statistics. Figure 4 shows these nor-
malized differences as a function of ZP. For each particle type, the differences
are consistent with zero at low XP. For the r’s the difference is also consistent
with zero at high XP, whereas for the others a significant positive difference is
observed for XP above - 0.15.

Since the baryons contain no constituent antiquarks, we interpret the steep
rise in DP and DA with increasing XP as an indication that baryon production
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Figure 4: Normalized production differences as a function of scaled momentum for (a)
charged pions (circles) and kaons (crosses), and (b) protons (circles) and A’s (crosses).

is dominated by leading particle production as Xp -+ 1. If production of
T*  (K*) mesons were dominated by leading meson production, and  m– (if– )
were produced equally in jets containing primary u and d(s) quarks, then we
would expect to observe normalized differences of ~ 0.22 for the mesons, due to
(i) the 22:17 production ratio for 2° + dz(ss) : 2° + Utij and (ii) the different
electroweak asymmetries for u- and d-type quark production. Our data are
more consistent with Dm = 0 than Dn = 0.22 over the entire measured Xp

range, suggesting some dilution of leading pions from resonance decays such as
the ~“. Our measured DA” values above Xp R 0.2 are consistently above 0.22,
indicating both that i) there is leading kaon production at high momentum,
and ii) leading kaons are produced more often in ss events than in uti events.

5 Measurement of Spin Propagation through Hadronization using
the “Jet Handedness” Method

Polarized incident electrons provide an excellent opportunity to test the trans-
port of spin through the hadronization process since the Standard Model pre-
dicts high polarization of quarks from ZOdecays  with a strong dependence on
polar angle and incident electron polarization. A first measurement of spin-
transport, using the technique suggested by Ref. 14, was reported in Ref. 15.

This measurement has been updated with the 1994–95 SLD dataset. The
simplest observable with the same transformation properties under parity in-
version as spin has the form Q = ~ “ (kl  x k2), where ~ is a unit vector along
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the jet axis, corresponding to the spin direction of a longitudinally polarized
are the momenta of two particles in the jet chosen by

some charge-independent prescription, such as
defined as left- or right-handed if 0 is negative or positive, respectively. The
jet handedness H is then defined as the asymmetry in the number of left- and
right-handed jets: H = (lVQ<o  – lVn>o)/(lVQ<o  + lVn>o).  Using the expected
parton polarization Pq from the Standard Model, the analyzing power CY of the
method is defined by H = aP~. The observed H in light-quark jets was found
to be consistent with zero, and the 95% C. L. upper limit of the analyzing
power was determined to be la I < 0.033. This improves the limit in Ref. 15 by
a factor of 3, and reaffirms that inclusive transportation of spin through the
hadronization process is small.

6  S u m m a r y

We have shown four measurements that exploit the capabilities of the SLC
and SLD programs to expand our understanding of the fragmentation pro-
cess. By separating events into light, c, and b flavors and measuring average
charged particle multiplicities, we have confirmed a precise prediction of per-
turbative QCD. Combining this with excellent particle identification, we have
made a first measurement of production of m ~, K&, p/p, Ko and AO/AO i n
uds events. With the addition of the e – beam polarization, we have observed
leading baryon and kaon production in uds events. Finally, we have searched
inclusively for spin transport through hadronization, and set limits on jet hand-
edness.
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